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LOCAL DENTAL PRACTICE INTRODUCES NEW COMMUNITY INITIATIVE TO 

MINIMIZE PLASTIC FOOTPRINT  

Guardian Dental Helps Edmonton Recycle the Unrecyclable with TerraCycle’s Zero Waste Boxes 

EDMONTON, Alberta. (January 7th, 2020) - As the dental industry has moved toward disposable 

items for the sake of convenience, environment-friendly products and recycling solutions are not often 

prioritized by individual practices. Guardian Dental is looking to counteract this culture by finding new 

ways to help patients achieve oral health while protecting the planet. With TerraCycle’s Oral Care Waste 

and Packaging Zero Waste Box, the team can conveniently recycle toothbrushes, toothpaste tubes and 

caps, toothbrush and toothpaste tube outer packaging, and floss containers all in one place. The box also 

serves as a visual reminder for patients to drop-off their oral care waste in-office.  

While developing a sustainability plan for how to reduce waste in their office, Guardian Dental found it 

difficult to get a clear answer about how to best recycle dental care waste in their area. By partnering with 

international recycling leader TerraCycle®, the team will be able to significantly reduce the amount of 

trash being thrown away at the end of each day.  

TerraCycle, the world’s leader in the collection and repurposing of complex waste streams, created the 

Zero Waste Box program to provide solutions for difficult-to-recycle waste that cannot be recycled 

through TerraCycle’s brand-sponsored, national recycling programs or via standard municipal recycling. 

Guardian Dental chose to use a box that would fill the void of what cannot be easily recycled in the local 

community.  

The team at Guardian Dental is committed to the health of their patients, their community and the planet. 

The practice prides itself on its “green” dental office, which utilizes waste-free sterilization of dental 

instruments and supports green energy use. To reduce single-use waste in the office, Dr. Roche made 

washable dental bibs and headrest covers that can be washed after each patient use with environmentally 

friendly detergent. The implementation of TerraCycle’s zero waste box serves as Guardian Dental’s next 

step toward reducing the environmental footprint of the office. 

 

“Our office motto is ‘Smile Brightly, Step Lightly’,” said Dr. Katherine Roche. “At Guardian Dental we 

strive to reduce the disposable waste of our dental office and support our patients in their eco-choices.” 

 



 

More information regarding Guardian Dental can be found by visiting their website, 

https://www.guardiandental.ca/. All collected materials from the Zero Waste Box program are sent to 

TerraCycle for recycling, where they undergo a series of treatments before getting turned into new items. 

For more information on TerraCycle, please visit www.TerraCycle.ca. 

TerraCycle offers Zero Waste Boxes for nearly every category of waste. By purchasing Zero Waste 

Boxes, companies and consumers save trash from landfills and help reach TerraCycle’s goal of creating a 

waste-free world. 

About Guardian Dental 

At Guardian Dental in Edmonton, Dr Katherine Roche and her team are always looking for ways to help 

patients achieve oral health while protecting the planet too. 

About TerraCycle 

TerraCycle is an innovative waste management company with a mission to eliminate the idea of waste. 

Operating nationally across 21 countries, TerraCycle partners with leading consumer product companies, 

retailers and cities to recycle products and packages, from dirty diapers to cigarette butts, that would 

otherwise end up being landfilled or incinerated. In addition, TerraCycle works with leading consumer 

product companies to integrate hard to recycle waste streams, such as ocean plastic, into their products 

and packaging. Its new division, Loop, is the first shopping system that gives consumers a way to shop 

for their favorite brands in durable, reusable packaging. TerraCycle also sells Zero Waste Boxes that are 

purchased by end users to recycle items in offices, homes, factories and public facilities. TerraCycle has 

won over 200 awards for sustainability and has donated over $44 million to schools and charities since its 

founding more than 15 years ago and was named #10 in Fortune magazine’s list of 52 companies 

Changing the World. To learn more about TerraCycle or get involved in its recycling programs, please 

visit www.TerraCycle.ca. 
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